
2010 SWAN VERDELHO 
Swan Valley, WA 
 

The wine is pale straw and brilliant in appearance.  The nose has a lifted  

enveloping aroma of sweet ripe nectarines.  The palate is fresh,  thick and  

flavoursome.  Honeysuckle, nectarine and sherbet flavours jump out.  It has 

crisp acidity and excellent length.  The wine finishes rich and warm and clean 

 

Verdelho is our signature white wine.  We believe it has a special affinity 

for the Swan Valley and well made is an exceptional wine.  We take our 

verdelho very seriously! 
 

Whilst 2010 was a hot vintage, verdelho is an early ripening variety and  

thus it was exposed to less of the February heat than other fruit.  That said, 

the fruit was picked quite ripe to ensure full varietal flavour.  All the fruit  

was hand picked - from our vineyard on 22nd January and the Caversham  

fruit on 5th February.   
 

The fruit was chilled overnight and crushed and pressed the next morning.  

We taste the juice as it flows from the press and collect it.  As soon as the  

juice starts to show skin characters and loses freshness we direct this to a  

separate tank.  Only the fresh green free run juice is then used to make this 

wine.   
 

The juice is settled for 3 days and the bright clear juice racked off the lees.  

This juice is fermented then fined, stabilized and filtered for bottling.  We  

bottled this wine on the 10th of June. 
 

 

Reviews 
 

“Part estate, part old vine; the old vine component gives the wine a  

profound bouquet and layered palate that lifts it from the ruck of  
anonymity of many eastern states' examples”. 
92 Points: Published 23 May 2011  
 

James Halliday’s Australian Wine Companion, 2012 
 

“Another beautiful verdelho from Griffiths. I liked last years but I think  
the slightly more restrained version from 2010 appeals even more. Has  
plenty of fruit intensity and a lovely pristine and sustaining finish. Palate  

feel and texture are features of this excellent wine.” 
Score 93/100 Cellar 4 years 
 

Ray Jordan’s  2011 WA Wine Guide 
 

 

Faber Vineyard was established in 1997 by well-known winemaker John Griffiths.   

The dream is to grow regionally distinctive grapes and craft wines that are rich and flavoursome. 

233 Haddrill Road, Baskerville WA 6056   p: 08 9296 0209   f: 08 9296 0681   e: john@fabervineyard.com.au   w: www.fabervineyard.com.au 

faber n. (Latin) / fae-ber / craft, trade, skilful, dedicated, creative 


